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.Peace Corps Picks IC EUB Concert 
F T • • V I Series Tickets Or ra1n1ng O Unfeers Now Available 
Outstanding Seniors Honored 
At Class Day Ceremonies 
40 Trainees To Attend 
Ithaca College will provide Corps Volunteers will cooperate 
Tickets for the Concert Series 
for September '66-May '67 spon-
sored by the Egbert Union Underclassmen Moved Up 
training for approximately 40 with the Uruguayan national Board, are now available. Next 
Peace Corps Volunteers this agency which is developing a year there will be two series-a 
summer for service in Uruguay, self-help public housing project 
under an agreement announced in the suburbs of Montevideo, 
today by Congressman Howard the nation's capital and largest 
w. Robison. city. 
blue series and a gold series. 
The gold series is Sept. 19, 
Olatunji and His Drums of Pas-
Hillel To Hold "Last Blast" 
! Thursday, May 12, the annual 
Class Day ceremonies were held 
in the Egbert Union Recreation 
Room at 8:15 p.m. Awards were 
presented to the Outstanding 
Under the agreement 40 men Since_ its birth five years ago, sion; Oct. 6, Don Cossack Dance-
and women who have volun- the Peace Corps has selected, ers and Chorus; Nov. 7, Llord's 
teered for service in the South trained and dispatched overseas 
Dance To Follow Picnic 
Seniors in various fields of en-
deavor and the lower classmen 
moved up. 
American country will come to nearly 20,500 Americans. An-
the College campus for intensive other 4,500 are expected to re-
instruction in community de- ceive instruction and training- ih 
velopment, recreation and sports. institutions across the United 
Instruction will be provided by States for assignments in 46 
members of the Faculty of the different countries in various 
School of Health and Physical parts of the world as teachers, 
Education, and the College of agricultural workers, community 
Arts and Sciences, and by con- development assistants, surgeons, 
sultants from other institutions. lawyers and public health work-
Director of the Peace Corps pro- ers. 
ject at Ithaca College will be Warren Wiggins, associate di-
Prof. Anthony F. Taras of the rector of the Peace Corps, told 
Modern Language Dep~ent. faculty and students at Ithaca 
The eight week program will College last year that the role 
·. begin on Sunday, June 26 and of sports and recreation is often 
continue through Saturday, Aug- a vital one in community devel-
ust 20. opment. He stressed at that time 
Following completion of their that competitive sports, such as 
training at Ithaca College, the basketball and soccer, are a cata-
majority of the Volunteers will lyst in breaking down the isola-
work in the interior with the tioo of rural communities. 
International, Marionette Thea-
tre; Dec. 5, The Little Angels, a 
Korean children's choral group. 
The Blue series is Feb. 15, 
Grace Bumbry, soprano; March 
9, Yakov Zac, Russian pianist; 
April 4, Stockholm Kyndel Quar-
tet with Per Olof Johnson; Apr. 
26, Presti and Lagoya, guitar 
duo. 
The cost of the blue series is 
student, $4.00; faculty and staff, 
$6.00; and general public, $8.00. 
The cost of the gold series is 
student, $5.~ faculty and staff, 
$7 .00; and general public, $9.00. 
The cost of a combination ticket 
is student, $8.00; faculty and 
staff, $11.00; and general public, 
$14.00. 
Tickets are available at the 
Union Information Desk. 
Basketball Federation of Uru-
guay, which has some 2,000 clubs 
throughout the country. Rho Mu Theta Wins Parade In addition to basketball, other 
sports activities will include soc-
cer~ vollybau, swimming and -Foody Langenmyer - King Queen 
vanous other group games. 1• . . . 1 
. The Volunteers will assist in, ... 
training children, teenagers and j 
adults in sports and recreation, I 
offering basketball clinics, ar-
ranging recreational ' and physi-
cal education programs, and work-
ing with the Uruguayan commis-
sion for urban and rural com-
munity development. It is ex-
pected that several of the Peace 
Big Brother 
Pr9gram Starts 
·This Year Dumbo, the Circus Elephant by Paulo Silbey 
The Big Brother Program will IC students enjoyed a weekend drummer, did not appear. In-
again be initiated this year. of activities and surprises at the stead, Dottie Dodgson sat in on 
Citing the success of the Big 1966 Spring Weekend, "Under drums. 
Sister Program last fall, the Big the Bigtop." The Weekend open- Between the appearance of the 
Brother Program hopes to emu- ed with the concert featuring comedian and quartet, Spring 
late its success in adapting the Dick Gregory and the Dave Bru- Weekend Court was announced. 
incoming freshmen to the rigors beck Quartet. The first surprise IC students selected Sandy 
of college life. All interested of the weekend occurred when Schnepf and Terry Habecker as 
·lnale students are urged to sign a pretty, tall redhead took the Frosh Attendents, and Sue Hill 
p as_ ·Big Brothers and forms stage as drummer in the jazz and Jack Turan as Sophomore 
.· ay be picked up at the Egbert quartet. Due to a serious opera- Attend en ts.' "B. J." Ponzio took 
Union Desk. Forms must be re- tion, Joe Morello, the Brubeck her place as Princess with Bob 
!urned by May 18 to Bob Schand- ------------ Eddy as Prince. Jerry Foody, 
It's "The Last Blast." Now's 
your chance to take a break 
from studying from finals and 
have a blast. Hillel will give you 
that chance on May 21. The last 
dance of the year; your last op-
portunity to meet with your 
friends before the pressure be-
gins. 
The Huns will be playing in 
the Rec Room of the Union. 
Dancing from 9 until 1. Beer 
will be served. Admission is only 
50¢ per person. So c'mon out 




The last meeting of the Ameri-
can Association of University 
Professors was held on Monday, 
May 9. Dr. Kenneth Hendrickson, 
assistant professor of History 
announced that the annual Re-
gional Conference of the AAUP 
will be held at Ithaca College 
sometime next spring. 
Elections were held for next 
year's officers of the AAUP. The 
new President is Clarence Mur-
phy, assistant professor of Chem-
istry; Vice President Ashur 
Baizer, professor of Literature; 
and Secretary-Treasurer, George 
Moore, assistant professor of 
Health and Physical Education. 
Mr. Moore served as Secretary-
Treasurer for the past year. 
Dr. Baizer explained that the 
AAUUP was, "established to se-
cure academic freedom, and is 
... the major professional or-
ganization of its kind." 
Speech Department 
Sponsors Contest 
Finalists To Compete 
Wednesday Night· 
~r-box number B-59. The main SI t El t d who was out of town with the 
ponsibility of a Big Brother Oa eC e baseball team, was selected King, The IC Speech Department 
· 1 consist in contacting his as- Congress Chat"rman and Ano Langemyer was crown- sponsored its first extemporan-
'gned Little Brother over the ed Queen. eous speaking contest for Speech 
mmer, explaining the Big Thursday, May 12, the Student Saturday · morning the float 102 students on Wednesday 
oth~r Program, and asking for Congress elections were held for parade ~oved up State Street in night. The finalists from the 
Y questions which the pros- the year's Congress Chairman. front of hundreds of spectators. first elimination were ?'???????? 
ctive I.C. student may have. Phil Sloat, Business Administra- The judges picked Rho Mu ? .. .. .. . ............. and · .............. · ... . 
. en, during the first weeks of tion major of the Class of 1967 Theta's "Dumbo, the Circus They will compete against each 
ool there will be ample op- was elected to the new post. Elephant" as the first prize float. other on Wednesday, May 18, in 
rtunities for Big and Little At a regular meeting of the Dumbo, raised Ii.is ears, moved the large lecture theater in the 
rothers to meet and find out if Student Congress, Congress Chair- his head, and stood up on his General Studies Complex. The 
c Little Brother has any fur- man Dave Gearhart asked for legs for the judges. Second place final contest, which begins at 7 
er questions about the work- nominations. The only nominee went to ·Delta Sigma Pi's float, p.m., will be opened to the pub-
s of Ithaca College. This can was Phil Sloat. Because of the "Happiness is a Circus Parade." lie. 
a rewarding as well as a Congress' unanimous opinion, the "Beautiful Candy", Theta Alpha At six o'clock, each contestant 
neficial experience in spread- _Secretary cast the only vote. Phi's float, won third prize. will receive a topic for his 
g 1.C.'s reputation and interest Later that evening Dave Gear- _ The semi-formal dance on speech based on current events. 
the future of its prospective hart was installed as Student Saturday night was hampered by He then will have one hour to 
. dents. For further informa- Body Pr?sident at the Class Day the late app?arance of the Mel I: prepare an extemporaneous 
n contact Bob Schandler at ceremonies, and Mr. Sloat as Coo- Jefferson Qumtet. speech. The best speaker will 




The U.S. Office of Education 
has announced that applications 
are available for the National 
Teacher Corps. 
David Friedman, editor of the 
Cayugan presented Dr. Dilling-
ham with the yearbook. 
Robert Wilcox, president of the , 
Student Body presided over the 
ceremonies and gave the first ad-
' dress. Following his address the 
newly elected Executive Commit-
tee was initiated. The keynote ad, 
dress was given by Dr. Harold 
Emery, assistant professor of His, 
tory. 
Dr. Dillingham recognized the 
Seniors who had been chosen 
A program for beginning earlier in the year for Who's Who 
teachers includes placement as a in American Colleges and Univer-
teacher · intern. Teacher - interns sities. 
will be selected from among The Top Ten Seniors were 
out-standing college seniors and given their awards by the Presi-
graduates with little or no teach- dent of Delta Kappa, Steve White. 
ing experience. They can be re- These awards are chosen by the 
cent college graduates or older Editors of the Ithacan and Cayu-
graduates, moving from current gan and presented by Delta 
jobs in offices and the home to Kappa. The ten Seniors chosen 
the challenge of teaching. were selected for outstanding ser-
Teacher-interns will serve in vice to the College. Those Seniors 
the National Teacher Corps for were: 
two years, combining part-time Robert Backlund in Chemistry 
teaching· and community service -Dean's List, Oracle, Zeta Sigma 
with two years of tuition-free Nu. Rho Mu Theta Secretary, 
part-time graduate study leading Student Court Chief Justice, and 
to a Master's degree. A.C.S.; A. Jan Beijer in Physical 
. . . . Education-Dean's List, Zeta 
A. pre-service tuit~on-free um- Sigma Nu President, Phi Epsilon 
ver~1ty program-which pre~edes Kappa Secretary, Senior Class 
N~twnal .Teacher Co~ps service-I Vice President House Council, 
~ill tram p~ospectJve teacher- D.A., Varsity Soccer Gymnastics 
mterns especially for their job I Track ' ' 
by highlighting the sociology of ,
1 
Ell~n Coleman, Speech Therapy 
poverty and v.:ays to teach the -Student Council Recording Sec-
culturally deprived. ; rctary, House Council, D.A., Sig-
Other benefits include salaries: ma Alpha Eta; David Freidman, 
at local rates; stipends during: Math-Rho Mu Theta, Cayugan-
pre-service training; payment of j Editor in Chief, Business Man-
travel and relocation expenses;; ager, Varsity Club, Varsity Soc-
injury, disability and death cov-: cer, Intramurals; Doris Land-
erage. ' (Conti11uccl on page 8) 
EUB Spring Picnic May 21 
Greased Pig Contest Featured 
Saturday, May 21, 1966, the 
Egbert Union Board in conjunc-
tion with Saga food service and 
Hillel will undertake the Annual 
Spring Picnic. 
The Picnic will begin at 1:00 
p.m. with a game of Water Foot-
bal in the outdoor pool. Other 
events will include a Frisbie Con-
test, a Wheelbarrow Race and a 
OF SPECIAL INTEREST 
IN THE ITHACAN 
THIS WEEK 
Pacific Peace Corps .... p. 2 
Weekend Winner ........ p. 3 
Obituary ...................... p. 5 
MIAA Track eMet ........ p. 8 
·------------~ 
Tug-of-War. Additional excite-
ment will be found in this year's 
addition of Girl's Touch Foot-
ball. 
The two featured events will 
again be the Greased Pig Con-
test and the Egg Toss with star 
participants, Mrs. Dillingham and 
Dean Hood. 
At 7:00 p.m., after the out-
door barbeque, there will again 
be the illustrious Skate Board-
ing Contest. This contest will be 
held on the path behind Dorm 
IO: all other events, including 
the barbeque. will take place at 
the Main Quad. 
To complete U1e day. Hillel is 
presenting the "Last Blast" fea-
turing the Huns. The rock and 
roll dance will be in the Rec-
reation Room of the Egbert 
l'nion from 9:00 p.m. to 1:00 
a.m. Beer will be sold. All events 
! are open to everyone, and ex-
! ccpt for the dance in the eve-
! ning. all contests are free 
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IC Campus Safety Patrol Claudia Lutz 
· C . Awarded Prize 
1Peace Corps. Opens . Delta Mll'D•lta Charte~··IC: ::: 
Asks Student ooperat1on In Contest New Program In Pacific 
' . - .. 
-Delta Mu Delta. the . national -
honorary society in business ad, 
ministration, has established a 
chapter at Ithaca· College 1nd 
installed the first . slate of offi. 
By Dave Kronberg Reel & Barton Silversmiths of 
The students, in general are 
misinformed about the duties of 
the safety patrol. It is not the 
primary duty of the safety patrol 
to give tickets concerning traffic 
or parking violations, as many 
of the students believe. 
The most important function 
of the safety patrol is to insure 
the safety and well-being of the 
students and to maintain security 
of the Ithaca College buildings. 
Besides these important gen-
eral responsibilities, the safety 
patrol: 
furnishes service to the infirm-
ary, and to hospitals, 
investigates accidents and com-
plaints 
issues tickets and illegally 
parked cars, 
checks car registration, 
maintains a record of lost 
property, 
checks buildings for any fire 
hazard or defective materials, 
checks all outside lights and 
fire exit signs and lights. 
Chief O'Mara explained that 
after all the buildings are fin-
ished, the parking problem will 
be greatly alleviated. Some stu-
dents must park very far from 
their dorms and classes because 
the laborers constructing the 
building must park within a cer-
tain distance from their work ac-
cording to a union contract. 
The safety patrol has answered 
277 emergency calls. In case a 
student is immobilized, the 
safety patrol asks the student 
not to panic and to call the 
safety patrol immediately. An 
ambulance should not be- called 
under any circumstances since 
Taunton, Massachusetts have ju_st 
announced that Claudia M. Lutz 
· N~,c~ds Volunteers 
The Peace Corps today launch- tively small-90,000-they live cers. 
has been awarded one of the lOO es an intensive nation-wide -re- on 97 islands scattered over The Ithaca . College chapter, 
"Starter Set" prizes for her cruiting campaign on college three million square miles of which is Rho chapter, was for. 
entry in the silver firm's 1966 campuses to seek Volunteers for ocean. mally chartered by Anthony J. 
Silver Opinion competition from its newest area of operation- "My colleagues and I at the Jablonsky director of extension 
the Pacific islands, Magellan, U.N. look forward.with great an- ' . 
nearly 30,000 university women hailed as "paradise." ticipation to the work that the and development of the National 
who entered . the contest th~ The new program for the Peace Corps will do," be said. _Council of Delta: Mu Delta, at 
Spring. She will receive approxi- Trust Territory of the Pacific Vaughan said present plans ceremonies held Tuesday eve .• 
mately $50 in sterling, fine china · (Micronesia) was announced by call for sending "several lion- Ding, May 3. Mr. Jablonsky is a 
and crystal. Peace Corps Director Jack dred Volunteers" to the Pacific member of the faculty of De. 
the safety patrol maintains Her pattern selections were as Vaughn, Secretary of the In- islands. The iu-st group will be . . . . terior Stewart Udall and Am- trained in elementary. edueation, Paul University m Chicago. 
emergency care. follows: Reed & Barton's "Bur-
The saf~ty patrol is. generally nd ,, terling silver Spoode's 
oleased with the conduct of the gu Y s ' 
;tudents and is looking forward I "Kensington" china and Fostor-
to continued cooperation. ia's "Anno~'!cement" crystal. 
bassador to the United Nations community development, public The charter members of the 
Arthur Goldberg. health and public works. The sec- Ithaca College chapter are: David 
World War II left paradise ond. group will ~~ncentrate. on Humphreys, president; Stephen 
with problems, they explained, second~. ~ducatlon agricUlture, Wallace, vice president; Robert 
and t!ie islanders have asked for c~mmuruc~tions ~~ tr~sporta- Zuckerman secretary; Robert 
________________________ Peace Corps help to get ready tion, public adm.uustration, and . .' . . 
for self-government. The 2,141 c~peratives and credit union Stiehler. All are Juruors, except 
mountaineous islands and sand organization. Cuomo, treasurer; and Robert Pi Kappa Lambda Holds 
Honors--Convocation 
atolls in the West Pacific which Because of the special nature Stiehler, who is a senior. 
comprise Micronesia are now ad- of the program, the Peace. Corps l'aculty sponsor and advisor is 
ministered by the U.S. Interior bas prepared a special applies- Assoc. Prof. Harold Hinkelman 
. Departmen! under a United Na- tion form for the Trust Terri- of accounting. The installation 
Pi Kappa Lamda, a national Pi Kappa Lambda and Sigma tions mandate. tory an.d _will notify all appli- was attended by several ~e?I· 
. t d di t d t th ·Alpha Iota music sorority were The accelerated program calls cants withm 15 days whether or hers of the faculty and admm1S-honor socie y e ca e o e • • t th lif Th 1 t · · l din Asst p f 
. presented. The following stu- for: no ey qua Y, e usua ration, me u g . ro . 
furtherance of music, held its dents were recognized for their A first group of Volun~ers to placement . test has been SUS· ~ello Massa, Asst. Prof. Wil, 
annual Honors Convocation on contributions in music: Hal begin Peace Corps training in pended. ' ham Wadbrook, Asst. Prof. 
Wednesday. Thomas freshman· Margaret July in Hawaii and arrive in Interested pers!)ns may write Charles Lowe, and Public Infor-
New members include Mr. Biery a~d David Be;ker, juniors; Micro~sia by October. the Peace C_orps, Project Micro- mation Director, John Mason 
James Linn Valerie Boyce, Sey- Vergie Lee and Stephen Crout, A second group to begin train- nesia, Washingt~?, D.C. 20525. Potter. 
mour Brand~n Wilbur Ellsworth, seniors. The Theodore Presser ing in October, also in Hawaii, r-------------------------i 
------------ Betsey Halsey: Mary Jane Merri- Award was presented to Paula arriving in Micronesia in Jan. 
IC Forensics 
Elect Officers 
field Terrence Squire, Margaret Yerger, a sophomore. Susan uary, 1967. 
'3ie~, James Brown, Dorrine Zaher received the Sigma Alpha The chain of events leading to 
Potter, and Helen Myers. Iota Award and Carol Blazcj the new program: 
Following . the investiture of I also received an SAi award for Oo May. 3 Secretary of the In-
new members the awards from the highest scholastic average. terior Udall forwarded to the 
White House a request from 
Rita Hoffman 
President WICB News 
Micronesian leaders for Peace 
Corps Volunteers to fill a short-
age bf teachers, health aides and 
community development workers 
now slowing development. 
The Ithaca College Forensic 
Association elected officers for 
the 1966-67 school year on Mon-
day, May 9. The new executive 
board consists of: Rita Hoffman, 
President; Karen Ehrlich, Vice 
President; Linda Sardella, De-
bate Manager; Lesley Jarema; 
Recording Secretary; . Richard 
Wei,ngart, Corresponding Secre-
tary; Michael Miller, Treasurer; 
and Bobbie Darwin, Historian. 
The new officers will be instal-
led at the annual Forensics ban-
quet to be held at the Norman-
die on Sunday, May 22. During 
the banquet the winners of the 
four association awards, the 
Roberta Barnett Award, the 
Novice Debater Award, the Par-
liamentary Award, and the Inter-
pretation Award, will be an-
nounced. 
OFFICERS ELECTED President Johnson then wrote Peace Corps Director Vaughn, 
urging "the greatest possible in-
volvement." • 
Preceding the banquet, six Recently elections were held 
new members will be inducted for theofficersof-WICB AM-FM 
ihto the New York Alpha chap- radio. Twelve students comprise 
ter of Pi Kappa Delta, a national 
honorary forensic fraternity. The 
inductees are Kathy Black, Linda 
Sardella, Lesley Jarema, R. Jer-
the administration of the two 
college radio stations which 
broadcasts over 120 hours each 
ome Warren, Michael Miller, and week. Selected as general man-
Jay Silberman. ager for a third year is John 
Vaughn told newsmen Friday 
the Peace Corps was "delighted 
to respond to this request," and 
announced that teams of re-
cruiters would visit college 
campuses to explain "this op-
portunity and this need." 
_ Secretary Udall said, "the move 
to put a strong Peace Corps 
team in the Trust Territory is 
. the most important news that we 
have had with regard to our ad-
ministration there in the last 
five and a half years.'' 
Ambassador Goldberg noted 
that it was. "a very big under-
taking, .because while ·the num-
ber of_ people. __ involved is re\a-
"Your Electronics Supermarket'• 
1201 Dryden Rd. - Ithaca 
By N.Y.S. Electric & G_a1 Co. 
Forensics recently sent six stu- Von Soosten; AM program di~ 
dents to represent I.C. at an in- rector, Bill Groody; FM program 
tercollegiate legislative assembly director Dee Adamczyk. Other 
held at Albany State. Working officers. include: Steve Schiff. 
on such problems as narcotics L-------------------------' 
and water pollution, delegates man~ public relations; Al R~sen, 
Kathy Black, Lesley Jarema, Kar- AM Music director; Fred E1Sen-
en Ehrlich, Cafti Walsh, Frank thal Production director; Steph-
Shiner, and Doug Kelly were en ' Martin · chief engineer; 
instrumental in drafting propos- Ch 1 · Bo;er Sales manager· als which will be sent to several ar es .. ' . ' 
government agencies. · Each Rich Gibbons, sports coo~dma~or; 
Ithaca representative was highly Jane Fields, Record llbrarian; 
ranked at the assembly, and Dennis Searles, FM Music Di-
Cafti Walsh and Frank Shiner rector and Larry Price, News di-











George Atsed•, Your Host 
Collage Spa the Most 
216 E. STATE STREET 
su1ar Eni1s Pnara1 · 
FOR COLLEGE MEN 
offers 
• Above Average Earnings 
• 15 $1,0l)O Cash ~cholar~hips 
• 3 All Expense Paid Trips Abroad 
FOR FURTHER DETAILS WRITE TODAY: 
Placement Director 
Summer Earnings Program 
P. F. Collier, Inc. 
640 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. 10019 
Please Mention Both Your Summer and School Addresses 
Kentucky Fried Chicken 
704 W. Buffalo· Street 
Ithaca, N.Y. Phone 273-8444 
Col. Sande-rs' Best Buy 
BARREL O' CHICKEN ............................................ $5.25 
21 Pieces of Chicken 
(Serves 7 to tO Hungry Peop~) 
Col. Sanders' Individual 
KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN DINNER ........................ $1.35 
3 Pieces Chicken, Mashed Potato and Gravy, 
Cole Slaw, Hot Biscuit and Honey 
For the Kiddies 
SNACK BOX ............................................................. . 
2 Pieces Chicken, Mashed Potato and Gravy 
Hot Biscuit and Honey 
Col. Sander.f' 
.85 
FAMILY THRIFT BOX .'.~ ....................................... $2.39 
9 Pieces Ker:itucky Fried Chicken 
( One Complete Chicken) 
BUCKET O' CHICKEN ................................................ $3.95 
15 Pieces Kentucky Fried Chicken 
½ Pint Cravy, Hot Biscuit 
(Serves 5 to 7 Hungry People) 
• 
. . . 
COMPLEMENT YOUR DINNER-WITH. 
OUR .. HOMEMADE SALADS 
½ Pt. 
Potato ·Salad .... ;; ........ - ·.25 ........... . 
Mac~i:oni . Salc;t_c:!_ .......... . .25 ...•. , ....... .. 
Baked Beans .............. .25 .......... .. 
· Cole Slaw .... ; ..... -.......... ;25· · .......... .-. 
Gravy ················!········· .25 •..••.••••.• Mashed Potatoes ....... . .20 ............ . 
French Fries ............... . 
. - . 






• .. s· ...........• 
.40 .:: •••...•...• 










FISH DINNER ., ........... ~ ....................... - ..................... $ 1.20 
Tartar Sauce, French Fries, Cole Slaw, 
Hot Biscuit and Honey 
BUCKET 0' FISH ................ : .................... : ................... $3.95 
5 Orders . of Fish, Tartar Sauce, Cole Slaw, 
Fren_ch Fries, Hot ~lscuit · 
SHRIMP DINNER ........................................................ $1.35 
Large Shrimp, Cocktail· Sauce, French Fries, · 
Cole Slaw, Hot. Biscuit and Honey 
• 
Take Mom Out of the Kitchen ToNite 
Phone 273-8444 
And Pick It Up 
. or 
Take yourself out of the cafeteria 
to the picnic spotsl 
• 
Special on Mondays and Tuesdays: 
-Olscount for I.C. Students 
Chicken Di~ner - only $1.00 
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CLASS D4Y . . ··. ::, Mike West, Business Adminis- The other awards that were Achievement in the Field of Lit-
(Conmr.ued j'rom page 1) tration-Dean's List, Pi Lambda presented were: Phi Delta_ Pi erature to Kathy O'Connell; Pi 
messer, Etlglisb~Dean's- .List, Chi Social Chairman, Student Freshmen Scholarship Award to Lambda Chi Brotherhood Award Weekend Winners 
· Honor .House, · Ithacan News Council, MGB President, Junior Lois Katz; New York State As- to Jimmy Harris. 
Editor, D.A.; Campus Chest Steer- Class President, CRB, Spring sociation of Certified Public Ac- The yearbooks which are usual-
jng Committee, Senior Class Sec- Weekend Chairman, Leaders' countants Award to Bob Stiehler; ly presented at Class Day have 
retarY- Group. Student Congress Awards to Art been delayed en route. Notices 
· Lance McKee, Accounting- ·Bob Wilcox, Television and Moore and Lance McKee; WGB will be posted on the bulletin 
Delta Sigma Pi President, Secre- Radi0-Dean's List, Delta Sigma Award to Barbara King; Rho Mu boards when they arrive. 
' tarY, IFC President, Treasurer, Pi Vice President, Student Body Theta Award to 'Top Freshman to 
Big Brother· program, Frosh Or- President, Student Council Treas- Mina Harkins. 
ientatlon, Intramurals; Pete crer, House Council, Frosh Orlen- Delta Sigma Pi Scholarship key 
. Walsh, Music Education-Phi Mu tation Program, WICB; Irv Wood, to Bob Stiehler; Sigma Alpha Nu 
. A)pha, Ithacan, Student Body History-Zeta Sigma Nu, Ithacan\ Award for the highest Cumulative 
President, Student Council Chair- Editor in Chief, Managing Editor, Average over Four Years to 
man, Concert Orchestra, Newman Epsilon Nu Gamma, Language I Diane Senefelder; Epsilon Nu 
Club President. Club, UCF. Gamma Award for Outstanding 
• I 
When school's out, 
get in on a good deal. 
ENG To Hold 
Last Medting 
Epsilon Nu Gamma will hold 
its last meeting of the year on 
Tuesday evening, May 19, at 8 
p.m. in the Union Lounge. 
Mr. Gill, a member of the IC 
English faculty who is now on 
leave, will return to read and 
discuss some of his poetry. He 
may also read some of his favor-
ite selections from other poets. 
All are welcome to attend this 
meeting, which will provide a 
break from final-studying with-





Tompkins County Hospital has 
asked that before Ithaca College 
students present themselves for 
treatment at the Emergency 
Room or X-ray department, they 
should be referred through the 
student Health Center. In this 
way better preparation can be 
made for their proper care. 
We are, therefore, requesting 
that, except in an extreme emer-
gency, all students please con-
tact the Student Health Center 
before going to Tompkins County 
Hospital X-ray Department or 
Emergency Room. The telephone 
number is AR 4-3178. 




309 E. State 
OUR SPECIALTIES 
Triple Decker Sandwiches 
Cheese Blintzes 
Potato Pancakes 
OPEN 6 A.M .. 8 P.M. 
TUESDAY - SUNDAY 
Delivery by Taxi 
273-7765 














TWA 50 /50 Club. 
½ ol for travel in the USA! Going home or just going places, you can get 
50% off the regular Jet Coach fare in the U.S. when you fly TWA. As 
long as you're under 22, you're on-most anJ day"Of the year except a few 
holiday peak-trave! periods. Seats are on a stand-by basis-but service 
includes everything: meals, movies and _music, depending on the flight. 
Here's all you do: fill out the application, prove your age, pay $3 for an 
ID-card, Call your nearest TWA office-and we'll make it easy. 
'I..' We're Y.Our kind of airline. 
FRATERNITY JEWELRY 
by L G. BALFOUR CO. 
lthac~ College Class Rings 
Ray Robinson-Rothschild's Dept. Store 
First Floor 
BADGES- FAVORS- MUGS-TROPHIES 
Phone AR 2-SOOO 
FAST EFFICIENT SERVICE 
For All Your Insurance Needs 
MOSES PETER 
419 W. Buffalo St. 
273-5693 
FREE RIDE 
TO FINE DINNER 
SUNNYSIDE'$ SUNNYBUS SERVICE 
Tuesday through Sunday 5-8 p.m. - Groups of 4 to 7 
Phone AR 3-J 200 for free round-trip pickup service. 
Student Dinner Special $1.25 
SUNNYSIDE 
RESTAURANT 
Elmira Road and Meadow St. 












201 South Tioga St. 
Ithaca AR 2-8262 
Next time you 
need GAS 
Pull into CAYUGA CAR 
WASH. Get your car 
washed for: 
79c with purch. of 20 gal. 
99c with purch. of 15 gal. 
1.49 with purch. of l O gal. 
Check our pump prices--
It's the best buy In town 
CAYUGA CARWASH 
230 S. Cayuga St. 
Ithaca 
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"FROM .THE MAILROOM11· 
The Ithacan 
bits and pieces 
By S. J. Lenox 
Did you know that Dick Greg-
ory did show up for the Concert 
. . . that Dave Brubeck was here 
too . . . that the snow was pre-
dicted in last week's column . . . 
that the Post Office has issued 
"Under the Big Top" commem-
orative stamps . . . that the 
EUB picnic is on -May 21, 'a Sat. 
... that Dr. Tesconi can't seem 
to get an argument from his 8 
o'clock Principles class . . . that 
the Longest Hour is between 4 
a.m. and 5 a.m .... that EVERY-
ONE is invited to that June 5th 
Party in. Beach Haven, Long 
Beach Island, N.J. (92nd St.) ... 
that Dave Gearheart took office 
yesterday ... that the fraternities 
drank 82,080 fl. ozs. of beer Spring 
Weekend ... that Dean Mc-
Henry is that Dean mentioned 
in last week's column . . . that 
Graduation is in 21 days . . . 
by Steve Schiffman 
Like Tom arid Sally, John and Jill attended BB College. They 
were considered average students and took ·their work seriously, 
However; unlike Tom and Sally, J9hn and Jill were..not in love. 
They defined their relationship as like; not love. They knew each 
other fairly well; they went on many dates and did ·many things 
together. Like all couples, they discussed a wide variety of 
things. However, one basic problem kept presenting itself. 
Publuhrd weekly by and for the students of Ithaca College 
Editor-in-Chief . . .. . .... . .. . . .. .................................................................... Rene Burrough 
Managing Editor ................................................................................ K. Jeffrey Falkner 
Business Manager .. . .. .. . ..... .. .. ..... .......... .. .. . .... ..... ... ...... ...... Stephen Feeser 
Ass'f Business Manager . . .... . . . . . ... . .. .. ... .. ... ... . .......... ..... .. . ... Stephen Wallace 
Faculty Advisor .. . ............................................................ John Mason Potter 
News . ..... .. .... .. ...... Paula Silbey Copy ................................ Michael Ollins 
Feature .... . . .................... Penny Oswald Copy ................................ Valerie Rank.ow John was naturally more aggressive than Jill. He felt that they should do many more things together. Time and time again he Sports . .. .. . .... .... . . ....... Bill Goodh~e Photography .... . ......... Jack Rosenbla~t 
Literary ............................. P. G. YorkIS Asst. Photography .... . . .. Warren Kyprie would suggest this to Jill. "Why not leave the crowd for a little 
while," he would say, He tried and fried and tried. Art . . . . ..... . ........................... Eric Muller Exchange ..................... Stephen Schiffman Advertising . . Lois R. Moses Correspondence ........................ Sue Wayne 
Staff-M. Brate, M. Decherney, L. Friend, W. Gillespie, A. Hyman, K. Johnson, D. 
Kronberg, D. Landmesser, S. Lenox, A. Moore, T. O'Kane, L. Race, B. Revelle, J. 
Jill, however, protested: She felt that it wasn't right. Their 
relationship meant more to her than merely going off to be alone. 
1 
She liked John, bµt didn't want to do anything she "might re-' 
gret later." Jill would argue with John about this point for 
hours. 
Sedwin, D. Weingart. 
The Ithacan Office is located in the basement of Dorm 3 on the Ithaca College South 
Hill Campus, Ithaca, Ne\\'. York. Phone 2~4-3207. The Itltacan is a member of Associated 
Collegiate Press and National Press SerVJ.ce. John said that it was right, every~ne should have a little fun. 
Advertising call 274 - 3147 - 9 A. M. to 5 P.M. Jill said that she wasn't sure how right it was. Things meant 
more to her than they did to John. She talked about a Prince 
Charming and how wonderful everything would be. John talked 
about reality and how wonderful everything would be. They both 
talked and talked and talked. 
Editorial views reflect the consensus of the Editorial Board. These views neither 
reflect the official position of Ithaca College nor necessarily indicate the opinion of the 
student body. 
Spring Weekend. '66 
Sprnig Weekend 1966 was a success-fi?an-
cially and socially. It has not been determmed 
just how much profit was made. This is the 
first time in history that Spring Weekend has 
gone into the black. While there might have 
been a few problems in the over-all schedule 
it was executed well. 
Congratulations are in order for the Junior 
Class officers and Committee Chairmen who 
engineered the Weekend to su~c~ss. Da:e 
Humphreys, president and publicity chair-
man; Dave Barton, vice president; Phil Sloat, 
treasurer and entertainment chairman; and 
Rene Burrough, secretary and news coordina-
tor headed the Weekend affairs. The Commit-
tee heads were Bob Lorenz, float; Betty Hoer-
ner court· and Laura Neal and Paul Graham 
, ' 
Yorkis, decorations committee. 
Appreciation and thanks also go to the 
many college personnel who provided their 
time and valuable knowledge in working out 
the finer details of the Weekend. Dean Noun, 
Mr. Karp, Mr. Olsen, and Miss Staz deserve 
much credit. 
' 
Prelude Before The Storm 
. Preregistration madness has come and gone. 
As usual, everyone was unprepared. A few 
students were amply informed; professors were 
surprised. Lines were long and muddled-a 
repeat performance of the many preregistra-
tion follies of the past. At least this time the 
tunes were dispersed into many buildings. 
The only con;oling thought to the entire 
proceedings is that someday some one may 
realize that preregistration is not that much 
of ~ necessity. It seems that every fall and 
spring, students file.into the gym and find out 
that their classes are cancelled or rescheduled. 
To discover a new schedule at the wee hours 
of the morning takes all the fun out of regis-
tration. Perhaps without preregistration, the 
formal battle of the lines and IBM cards could 
be more appreciated. 
Dear Dr. Sackrey 
In reference to Dr. Sackrey's most recent 
letter toteh the Editor, it has again come to 
the attention of the Editorial Board that there 
is a certain naivety concerning the newspaper. 
policies and good journalistic style. 
The Ithacan is published by and for the stu-
dents of Ithaca College. We use this as a guide-
line in all decisions concerning policy. 
Most faculty members have questioned the 
general status of this campus in refere~ce to 
the actual daily occurrence here. What 1s go-
ing on? Are we just a country club as many 
of us have dubbed Ithaca College? In light of 
the fact that nothing is going o nat this 
c.ampus except social activities, we agree with 
Dr. Sackrey in his criticism. However, we do 
cover all lectures, concerts, and other cultural 
events. But these too are social activities. 
It seems that one of Dr. Sackrey's major 
criticism is that the Editorial Board offered a 
tired and helpless excuse in deviating from the 
general stated policy. That is exactly what it 
is-a general stated policy. 
that Rho Mu has engineering 
I geniuses in it . . . that weather 
Point Two of the letter concerns itself with permitting, Santa Clause-will be It was spring at BB college, and there was a big Weekend. 
·the implied complaints about our safety patro1. I the guest speaker at Commence-
The criticism leveled by the Board was not, ment , , . that Mike wasn't 
against the Patrol itself but rather it was sug- MEeK · · ·. that Cbar~ie fell 
' asleep during the movies . . . 
There were many activities during that time. John and Jill 
participated in all the sports. By chance, they were on oppos-
ing teams for the tug of war. 
gested th~t t~e P~trol-c?uld better take care of that they're breaking in a whole 
emergencies 1f heir eqmpment was new, mod- new class of Liquor Commis-
ern, and in good use. The Safety Patrol can- sioners ... that its Support the 
not fulfill their responsibilities if the Adminis- Pub Week · , . that Dick Gregory 
tration does not provide the proper tools. and Dave B_ru~eck showed up 
. . . . . . they said 1t could never be 
Pomt Three 1s the same letter questions the done ... that Samantha bas 74 
useufllness and necessi ty of writing-what Aunts and one mother ... that 
might seem to be trivia-about stolen mugs. South Hill is having trouble get-
Since the Pub is an experiment and a privilege ting printed , , . that the library 
h · Id b II h h d ( · has a rare book collection . . . ere, 1t wou ewe wort t e stu ents time th t D G h t · · 
. a ave ear ear IS vice-
and energy to consider that, through careless president of E.U.B. too ... that it 
and many times malicious actions, they can could be a boy or a girl or a mass 
easily destroy a liberty given to the whole media paper-after 9 months 
student body). One of the more malicious acts only he knows for sure . . that 
b h · , · Spring fever has really hit Sanny 
seems ~o e t e ~andahsm t~at perrenntally ... that Shakespeare and Ameri-
occurs m the Mens Bathroom m the Pub area, can Lit are no longer required for 
Perhaps the almost complete obliteration of English majors ... that the Na-
the ceriling wall be blamed on a few who have tional Teachers Corps gives in-
imbibed too freely. Some would like to say it's jury, disabil~ty and death cover-
Cornell because some fraternities there do have age · · · 
a few Pub chaursa. But Cornell and a few 
happy students do not constitute the · entire 
problem. 
Basically, we feel that we are doing a good 
Letters to 
the Editor 
Dear Editor: job of covering campus events as related to the I would like to take this op. 
students. If Ithaca College is this gay social portunity to thank everyone who 
club, then, as a student paper, this is what we participated in this year's Spring 
have to cover. We report to the best of our Weekend Parade for a job well 
ability exactly what we have. Dr. Sackrey done. I h.ave received nothing 
· · · h" · . but comphments on the parade, 
claims that it 1s unt mkable that our image as and rd like to pass the along 
a social club should be the same as reality. to the many participants~~oth in 
Is it not? front of and behind the scenes, 
In reference to his post script: the headline ~h? are really the ri~tful re-
. . . . c1p1ents of these compliments. 
on page 1 was m ~ood 1ournah~t1c style and 1 would also like to. mention 
tast.e. Any Journalism School will support us the fact that the Parade tro-
on this. As a service to the community, the phies, placques, and cash awards 
Top Ten Tunes are printed each week. The were donated through the gen-
"absurdity" on page 3 helps pay for The Ith- erosity of MGB? and I am most 
grateful for their gesture. 
acan so that the paper may be presented to Again thanks to you all, for a 
the students free of charge. The "chatter" on wonderful parade! 
page 4 is the Board's prerogtive as well as Robert Lorenz 
substantiated poinion. Perhaps it is. not ideal 1966 Float. Parade Chairman 
that only a few sometimes know the complete 
story. However, in the world of journalism Dear Editor: 
there are certain facts that just ·Cannot be I would appreciate it if this 
revealed at any cost. The mysterious state- lette_r was placed wh~re it w~uld 
. receive the most notice possible 
ment alluded to happens to be a fact of hfe. for lth,can readers. It is not a 
The Greek Highlights on page 5 represent an protest or any kind of attempt 
integral part of campus life. They deserve ade· to start trouble. It is an attempt 
quate representation. The ads on pages 6 and to start good. 
7 help defra costs. I believe most _stud~nts a~ 
Y aware of the famine m India 
The stuff on page 8 refers to one of the and of President ,Johnson's ef-
major departments of our campus. Commercial forts to assist -India as it meets 
newspapers devote entire sections to sports. this time of crisis. I would like 
S. II f h to call upon the students of this mce we are a sma paper, we eel t at one 11 t sh th · · te t . 
MOVIE REVIEW 
by Art Moore 
STATE THEATRE: "A Man Could Get Killed" starring 
James Garner, Melina Mercouri, Sandra Dee, and Tony 
Franciosa. 
"A Man Could Get Killed" is another undercover mystery 
with several rather unexplainable situations that make it more 
of a mystery than the producers intended. The film unfolds· in 
Lisbon. Garner, an American businessman aqiving to investi-
gate investment possibilities for his bank, is instantly mistaken 
for a' British secret agent ( clever, thus eliminatng unnecessary 
lead-in to this situation). He cannot shake- this identity and be-
comes involved in a maze of intrigue. In essence, plot twirls 
around his recovery of the loot without losing his standing as an 
amateur. 
Now the plot really become complicated? Before he knows it, 
the paramour of the murdered agent Garner supposedly is re-
placing transfers her affections to him, insisting he continue the 
search for the jewels so she may share in the reward. Franciosa, 
meanwhile, is another American who is posing as a master 
Portuguese smuggler so he can share in the reward. Several 
other groups of spies and smugglers ( not necessarily Americans 
posing as ... ) watch his every move to the accompaniment of 
some Mack Sennett-type chases. ' 
Garner registers well enough in one of his i:ustomary be 
wildered portrayals, but to Miss Mercouri go any top hono 
which might come out of this film as the larceny-minded Aurore 
Celeste. Her comedy timing is better than ever. Miss Dee, as 
young American tourist ~ho recognizes Franciosa as tlie ma 
she-aged 11-was once madly in lov~ with back jn their horn 
town of Seattle, turns in a performance. It was riice "they coul 
have a reunion under such clever conditions! Franciosa's per 
fonnance is good. 
Highly capable support comes from Robert Coote, as 
British embassy official; Roland Culver, ostensibly a respecte 
English doctor who isn't all he se.ems, posing as something els 
naturally! Also Dulcie Gray, Cecil Parker, and Gregoire Asia 
are fine in lesser roles. 
Believe it or not two directors were associated with this pie 
ture. Ronald Neame directed the interiors in Rome, while Cfi 
Owen directed the Portuguese locations. Gabor Pogany's ph 
tography is artistic as is John De Cuir's art direction. Be 
Kaempfert's music score displays fine quality. 
Unfortunat~ly, "A Man Could Get Killed" poses as a picture 
-
THE WORD ON S.G. 
by Howard T. Reben 
Have you noticed anything different about the library? H2 
you noticed that the roaring fountain is now a quiet pudd 
Perhaps you wonder why. 
· · ·f· bl co ege o ow eir m res m 
page 1s Justi ia e. humanity and their support of 
In the previous meeting of student council a motion was pas 
requiring the chairman to see the proper authorities about a 
week quieting of the fountain. The fact that the foun 
has now been turned off is past history, but what is most· 
teresting is the proper authorities who made the decision. We might be able to print a paper of a U.S. aid to India. 
better caliber than we do· but at this point I propose that we set aside 
we are fulfilling our prese~t re:ponsibilities t~ one meal (Supper) within the 
. , . next week as a fast meal. We 
th'.s cam~us. If ':"e are a soc1_al .ca~p~s, an_d would need to have sign up 
this fact 1s repulsive to the ma1onty, tt 1s their sheets a few days ahead of time 
responsibility to change the medium of the so we could tell Saga how many 
campus. If they don't care, we must-as the meals "'.ould not be eaten on 
only paper on this campus-represent what the that mght. Hop~fully, Saga 
. would be able to give us a cer-
college ts. tain amount per person equiva-
Professors ask just what is happening on lent to the monetary value of 
this campus. Perhaps this editorial will answer the food not prepared or eaten. 
that question. The responsive might easily be This. amount would ~e sent to 
. . . . . President Johnson with a note 
unfavorably m lme with the de~ired academic explaining its source. This, to 
atmosphere; as we stand now, is how we ac- me, would be an excellent way 
knowledge. (Continued on page 5) 
The chairman first journeyed to Dean Clarke's office wl 
he was instructed to go to the librarian and state his case th 
The librarian sent the chairman directly to the President 
our college. 
As I sat with the chairman in the president's office I be 
to ponder the organization of our college administration. 
order to get a noisy water fountain quieted for one week it 
been necessary to see the man at the apex of the organizati 
structure. 
Since our president is so busy with many affairs not dire' 
related to administration, it would seem that the struct~re 
not ·in an enviable position. If a decision of this magnitude ; 
be made only by the president himself our college is struct 
with as much centralism as an ancient kingdom. 
Art: Museum Review 
'Ed. Note. Tke foUowing review wa.s taken from the Ithaca Journal 
- Th~ tr_ansfonnation of the Ith~ca College Administration 
Building into the Ithaca College Museum of Art at 120 E. Buf-
falo St. is complete. . 
Most importantly, this means that the fine collections of the 
college are available for study and enjoyment. The choice of 
this particular building, with its pleasant arrangement of small 
rooms, is especially good for the display 'of the permanent col-
lections in separate areas, each with its own special character. 
The visitor has the delightful experience of intimacy with one 
small, digestible group at a time. 
It is particularly helpful for studying small figures, as in the 
pre-Columbia collection. 
Moreover, the location of the building, close by Gallery 121 
l.and the Upstairs Gallery, forms a new art center in town. On 
ropening day, the functions it is uniquely fitted to serve (because 
of fts downtown location, its small rooms that permit a taste 
;:t a time, and its arrangement with the temporary shows most 
available on the ground floor) were already apparent. 
Businessmen dropped in on their way to work, and housewives 
combined a visit with thei.r downtown errands. Ithaca Colleie 
students looked in while they waited for their bus. Mr. Prentiss 
was there with a class from DeWitt Junior High. It will be an 
I active, living museum which will effectively contribute towards 
' making the enjoyment of art a reguluar part of life in the com-
munity. 
The opening loan exhibition, from the American Federation 
of Arts, is a comparison of contemporary painters and sculptors 
with an objective vision who describe what they see with those 
who create from a subjective point of view. While the extremes 
are clear, with Robert Dash's "Afternoon 2," and Fairfield Por-
ter's "The .Bridge" marking_one position, and Alexander Liber-
rnan's "Red Divided" and Kawabata's "No. 17" the other, dis-
tinctions are less clear along the continuous spectrum which lies 
between. 
Ludwig Sander's "Summer 1960," for example, seems to refer, 
however distantly, to the green fields of a hillside. It is more in-
formative or more interpretive? At some such point, one be-
gins to ignore the didactic intention of the show, and simply 
enjoy each work for itself. There _are several very interesting 
ones, among them Rosalyn Drexler's "The Winner"; Sidney 
Geist's "White Sculpture"; and Jane Freilicher's fresh and un-
complicated "Cover Crop." 
Upstairs, student work from the new Ithaca College Art De-
partment is on display through June 4 and a selection of excel-
lent contemporary graphics from the college collection is also 
temporary. The whole of the delightful "Circus" series of line 
drawin~s by Alexander Calder is seen together in one room, hap-
pily joined by contemporary sculpture belonging to the college. 
The permanent collections· of primitive art divide into four 
sections-West Africa, the South Pacific, pre-Columbian and 
Christian Latin America. The Gallery of Ocenia, with the magni-
' ficent winger figure from New Guinea, and the painted figures, 
shelds and ancestral plaques is perhaps most decorative; the 
West African most varied, with th_e greatest number of out-
standing pieces; the Latin American Santos most touching. 
There are treasures _worthy of careful and repeated attention 
in each area. To mention a very few, an elephant with flapping 
ears; a female figure uneasily supported by crocodiles; a very 
strange wooden image of a pelican who carries two boys in small 
boats and her own young on her back, probably an illustration 
of a legend. There is a large collection of masks and of" Mexican 
clay figures. A series of female saints from succeeding centuries 
·shows a development from a hieratic conception to a much more 
human one. ' 
.Congratulations and our thanks are due to President and Mrs. 
Dillingham, who formed the collections, and who, with Kent 
Floeter of the Art Deeartment conceived the_idea for this new 
museum; and to the Director, Gretel Leed, and her assistant, 
Leigh Rehner, who have made it a reality. 
CAY GIBIAN 
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Musical Notes 
FACULTY CHAMBER l'v!USIC PROGRAM by Paul Groham Yorkis and Barbara Revelle 
Spring odors and leaves half out 
A fever burns within 









HOW TO STOP THINKING ..... 
The g_reatest in the world 
That's me today 
Peter Hedrick, Oboe 
Elizabeth Hedrick, Oboe 
Sonata in E Flat Major . . 
Edward Gobrecht, Bassoon 
Jane Bergen, Piano 
Georg Philipp Telemann 
Mesta Today, tonight, until the 
tomorrow after tomorrow·· 
HOW TO STOP THINKING ..... 
Largo 
Vivace 
Peter Hedrick, Oboe 
Jane Bergen, Piano 
Vivace 
Love ancl love-making 
Music and music-making 
Tears 
Divertissement Jean Francaix 
Words 
Laughing. 
Moderato Elegie: Grave 
Allegretto assai Scherzo 
Peter Hedrick, Oboe Edward -Marks, Clarinet 
Edward Gobrecht, Bassoon 
Dancmg 
never stop thinking ..... L'Histoire du Soldat . . Igor Stravinsky 
Thinking and wishin~ it would never stop 
This ecstatic pam 
Which is driving me into 
another world 
never stop thinking ... · .. 
Toss and turn but never give in 
To sleep's sweet numbness 
To instant oblivion, 
· instant forget 
NEVER, but yet ..... 
What good this feeling in the spring 
Wrong to blame the robins 
Just as well the reindeer 
or maybe crickets? 
My senses are not seasonal 
No vacation to be had 
From a restless soul 
that wonders, wonders, withers 
When no communion finds 
that revives itself 
and tells me to go on looking 
How to stop thinking? 
Stop caring-forget that once you loved 
forget about the spring 
And tell yourself to never sing 
Destroy the fire 
No more desire 
To shake the world or taste the rain 
Vegetate, you fool! 
or feel a pulse gone wild 
with throbbing 
For only a fool would destroy his gift of youth; 
A seemingly suffocating awarenes of life-
Never to be forgotten. 
Maureen Sheridan 
Junior-School of Music 
Sigma Alpha Iota 
®hitunry 
It's very unusual and very strange, but ... Many times during 
those 7819 days the Mann felt as though he was a mere shadow; 
and, it wasn't even a clear, sharp shadow but, rather, one that 
was fuzzy around the edges. This shadow took the form of a 
man. And, this shadow had great difficulty adjusting emotion-
ally in life. Then, the Mann suddenly realized that he wanted 
to be a normal human being, and he liked the prospect. 
The shadow died on· May 25, 1966. There are no surviving 
relatives. There will be no calling hours. Do not send flowers. 
There will be a wake. 
The Mann is awake! 
Marc he du Sold at 
Mu.rique de la premiere scene 
Musique de la deu.,.:ieme scene 
Marc he royale 
Petit concert 
Troi.r Danse.r: Tango, Val.re, Ragtime 
Danse du diable 
Grand chorale 
Marc he triomphale d1i diable 
Conducted by Robert Prins 
Edward Marks, Clarinet Hubert Hutchinson, Trombone 
Edward Gobrecht, Bassoon Terry Hulick, Percussion 
James Ode, Trumpet Peggy Andrix, Violin 
Terry Squires, 66, String Bass 
FORD AUDITORIUM 
Frdiay, May 13, 1966 
8:15 P.M. 
GRADUATE RECITAL 
James Sullivan, Tenor 
S. Boyer Peth, Accompanist 
I 
Let Me Wander Not Unseen 
Come And Trip It As You Go · } 
Now Let The Merry Bells Ring Round __ ... _ .... G. F. Handel 
(from L'Allegro) (1685-1759) 
Uber N acht } .. . .. . .. ... 
Die Gartner 
L'Invitation Au Voyage } 
Le Manoir De Rosamonde 
II 
III 
........ Hugo Wolf 
( 1860-1903) 
. . . . Henri Duparc 
( 1848-1933) 
M'Appari, Tutt' Amor {from the opera Marta) .. F. von Flotow 
( 1812-1883) 
IV 
Serenade for Tenor, Horn, Strings, Op. 31 .. _. Benjamin Britten 





Dirge (Ancnymous, 15 Century) 
Hymn {Ben Jonson) 
Sonnet (Keats) 
Epilogue 
Erwin Chandler, Hom 
J.C. String Orchestra 
George Andnx, Conductor 
Gradaute, Recital, presented in partial. fulfill.ment 
of the requirements for the degree, Master of Music. 
FORD AUDITORIUM 




IC (Continued from pa.ge 4) 
at last week's issue bears out my NOTE: The Mann thanks Ithaca College for its part in the 
argument that your main con-
cern is similar to that of a typi- shadow's destruct!on. Hopefully the Colleg~ will continue to 
Erwin Crandler - Patrice Whitcomb 
. French Homs 
Sonata for Horn and Piano . . . . ...... ___ ... Halsey Stevens 
to end the year with a little 
1 useful social action. 
cal high school newspaper: with help other people like the Mann. The Mann thmks so. 
This cannot be done by one 
person because a student will be 
re needed at each station for check-
ing numbers on sign up night 
and on fast night. I would like 
to see a group of people organize 
for this purpose by calling me 
or dropping me a note. Perhaps 
lF.C. or U.C.F. or one of the 
Dorms or Fraternities would 
like to take it from here and 
organize. 
Please show me and many 
others that Ithaca College stu-
dents are capable of positive 
social action. 
Marsha Wilson 
P.S. This idea is not original 
but has been tried by a group 
of approximately 2,000 Yale stu-
dents. 
very few exceptions: the entire 
'paper consists of news about so-
cial . or athletic events, and the 
principal exception to this, the 
editorial column, is made up of 
(1) a rather pathetic justification 
for not following stated Ithacan 
policies, a justification based es-
sentially on the playfully mys-
terious statement that "not every 
person knows the straight story," 
(2) a complaint about the dangers 
implied in the current activity 
of the safety patrol; and (3) ran-
dom comments concerning mugs 
stolen from the beer joint in the 
new building. 
I know some of the students 
who work and write for the 
Ithacan, and I am convinced that 
they are just as capable of put-
ting out a college paper as they 
are capable of putting out the 
Ithacan. Upon reading the typi-
Dear Editor: cal issue of your paper one 
In the spirit of your most re- could conclude that Ithaca Col-
nt editorial, I should like to lege is, to all intents and pur-
ditorialize about your paper. I poses, a gay, cheerful social club, 
shan't beat around the bush, and repelte with a swimming pool 
ill at -the outset say that I have and a pool hall, a veritable 
ever seen a · college newspaper haven for ihe idle high school 
uite like the Ithacan; in fact, I graduate who is uninterested or 
aven't seen any newspaper like unsuited for higher education, 
e Ithacan since leaving high an oasis of sensuality, the ser-
hool in 1954. A cursory glance I enity of which is only infre-
As for myself, what can I say, other than: "Give me a great 
bi~ smile, Sunshine!" 
quently marred by some serious 
problem like the issue of who 
shall be king or queen of the 
club. Surely this is not the 
"image" we want to present to 
the community, even if, to think 
the unthinkable, the image and 
the reality are the same. 
In short, in my opinion, the 
Ithacan is, for a college paper, 
essentially beyond the pale, and 
I know you people on the staff 
are capable of much better stuff 
than you generally print. 
Charles Sackrey 
Dear Editor: 
During the concert intermis-
sion this past Spring Weekend a 
problem developed concerning 
smoking in the gym. As a mem· 
her of the spring weekend com-
mittee it was my responsibility 
to make sure that the floor of the 
gym was not banned. During one 
point in the intermission I asked 
a group of eight adults, two of 
whom are members of the 
faculty of this college to stop 
smoking. The answer which was 
P.S.-Lest you consider this shot back at me was, "Cool it 
subjective appraisal of your pub- sonny." In general the entire 
lication too unfair, I call to your 
attention your issue of last week 
(already referred to above). For 
instance: look at (a) the headline 
on page 1; (b) the ten top tunes 
audience at the concert was most 
cooperative and at no time did 
any student fail to stop smoking. 
I would like to know why two 
on page 2; (c) the absurdity on members of the Speech Depart· 
page 3; (d) the chatter on page ment at Ithaca College feel that 
4; (e) the Greek Highlights on they have more rights than the 
page 5; (f) the ads on page 6 
and 7; and (g) the stuff on page students. 





Contemporary French Recital Pieces 
Dance ............................. Joseph Canteloube 
Vesperal _ ........ _ ....... - ......... _ ... _ Emile Passani 
Waltz ....... - ....... - ................. Henri Martelli 
Gavotte ........ _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ .. - . - . Andre Ameller 
Miss Whitcomb 
Sextet - Op. 81b . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . L. Van Beethoven 
Allegro con brio 
Adagio 
Rondo 
John Naskiewicz, Violin David Howard, Violincello · 
Kenneth Brown, Violin Ned Shaffer, Viola 
Miss Whitcomb and Mr. Chandler, French Horns 
FORD AUDITORIUM 




FOR TWO PIANOS 
AND PERCUSSION 
Introductory Remarh by Joseph Tague 
Roger Emig and Susan Zaher, Pianos 
William Driscoll and Joseph Connelly, Percussion 
Gregg Smith, Conductor 
I Assai lento-Allegro molto 
II Lento, ma non troppo 
III Allegro non troppo 
FORD AUDITORIUM 
Friday, May 13, 1966 
4:00 P.M. 
{I 
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Greek l-lighlights 
Alpha Epsilon Rho vising and planning a very fine Norm Haac (June 11), Dave Adelman and Beebs Mil~er re-
The Alpha Omega Chapter of Spring Weekend at president of Webster (July 2), and John Felo- spectively. 
AERho, the National Radio and the Junior Class. witz (August 6) on their upcom- The PLC Racers are making an-
TV fraternity, is bringing an- ---- ing marriages. other assault upon Kings Drag-
other year to close. On Monday, Delta Phi Zeta ____ way· this S~day. Anyone who is 
May 16th, the members will par- The sisters of Delta P~ Zeta Phi Mu Alpha going up to race is invited to join 
ticipate in a testimonial banquet ~ant to offer ~eir con?1"atula- At Delta Chapter's annual the caravan. 
for the department chairman, tlons to BarbeJOY PoDZ10, the S · g W k d B t h Id ----
. P . f , . W k d d pnn ee en anque , e Royal D. Colle. Prof. Colle 1s rmcess o Sprmg ee en an th' t th S .d Theta Alpha Phi 
also the advisor to the chapter. to Jayne Dearth, Phi EK's-Spring is year a e unnySI e 
• "·![ th 1 R TV w k d Q W h b th Restaurant, the brothers were On Sunday, May 8, Beta Chap-Late m " ay, e annua · fee en . ueden. e . ope O honored to have Professor Hoer- ter of Theta Alpha Phi held its 
department picnic will be held. o you en3oye :your reign. · l · f th 1966· 
h b D It Pb. t d fl t ner of the Drama Department as e ections or e year . As 1s the tradition, t e mem ers e a 1 en ere a oa . · . . J fire c Kr 
Of the fraternity meet the t'tl d "P t T' . th T t" their guest speaker. Professor President. e y . aJDer 
...... 
FALL REGIStRA TION 
. . . ' --··' -- . . . ' ' - ' . _ .. 
General •llh:atlon material ·wlH. be malled,· about 
·A0gust 20 ,1961, If your addreta changes, pldase .. notlfy 
the. Reg~r'I Office. 
REGISTRATION SCHEDULE: 
Upper. Claainen -September 7 
Freshmen -September 8 
Classes --5eptember 9 
AU MALE STUDENTS must make offldal appllcation, 
through the Registrar's Office, to have their rank In das.s 
sent to the draft ~s. The application must be com-
pleted~ June 4, 1966. Notifica,ions will not be sent 
to draft. boards unless the student applies. (Forms. ·wm 
~ in the Reglstnlr's Offi.ce staning May 11, 1966) 
. 
1 
eh u da 1
1getrSmturde eThn Hoerner spoke on ''Professional- · Vice President: Elizabeth Van 
faculty and non-members in a m t e para e as a ay. e ism at Ithaca College." Patten ____________ ,------------
soft ball game. The AERho team, girls did a great job on it and . Congratulations to Ken Brown Secretary: Mary McLain 
headed by Captain Chuck Muir we had one of the best Tigers who was given the best pledge Treasurer: Gilbert Brand 
has been on the field for the under the "Big Top." Our thanks award for the Spring 1966 Social Chairman: Barbara Gan-
last few weeks practicing for the to all the girls who worked on Pledge Class, a!, announced at baum 
Vote for 
Class Officers game. · it. the Spring Weekend Banquet. Historian: David C. Burrow 
The new officers, officially Good luck to all o~ Seniors, Congratulations also to Dave Alumni Secretary: Geraldine ____ ...., ______ _ 
installed last week, are busily at who are taking tests this week. Becker, for receiving the Pi Palmer 
work planning for the new ---- Kappa Lambda "Most Outstand- LF.C. Representative: Suzanne 
semester. To be sure, AERho Delta Sigma Pl ing Junior Musician" Award. Gay 
will take more responsibility in Delta Lambda Chapter of Delta ____ Sargeant at Arms: Robert 
the operation of television and Sigma Pi wishes to take the op- Riggs 
radio next year. Productions portunity to offer belated con~ Pl Lambda Chi Parliamentarian: Henry Man-
sponsored by the fraternity will gratulations to its new brothers: On Wednesday, May 11, the fol- del 
be more frequent, as well as ad- Dennis "Duke" Ducoisky, Ira lowing new officers took over 
ditional parties, and social and Kent, Thomas Natiello, Thomas their respective offices: ------------. 
professional activities. Many of Pandick, Andrew Schwartze, and President-Rick DeFuria 
these events are in the hands of Paul Sidelko. We know these Vice-President- Buddy Eisen-
social chairman, Fred Eisenthal. men will make fine brothers and berg 
be a credit to the fraternity. Recording Secretary - James 
Delta Kappa Also, elections were held and Updyke 
Congratulations to C. William the new officers for next year Corresponding Secretary-John 
Schawb (Chem. '68) on being ap. are: President. Doug Trexler; Crittenden 
pointed Chief Justice of Student Chancellor, Larry Hanney; Senior Treasurer-Stephen Woll 
Court, to Fred Alexander (L.A. Vice-President, Dave Miller; Historian-Robert Schumacher 
" 





'67) who is the new president Junior Vice-President, Don Wil- Sargeant. at. arms - Martin 
of Men's Governing Board, and son; Secretary, Dave Solomon; Cohen • • • good, old-fashioned 
to Bill Thayer (Lit. '67) who is Treasurer, Steve Wurtzel; His- Social Chairman-William Cook drugstores ... serving youl 
A&W DRIVE IN 
Fish Sandwich 25c 
323 Elmira Rd. 
Ithaca 
If you can't find 
the card you're 
looking for at 
GIVE UP 
State & Tioga 
GET UP 
The Hill this wHkend, to 
the Triphammer Shopping 
Center ••• see what's new 
in SPORTSWEAR at 
COUNTRY 
COUSINS, INC. 
the newly elected president of torian, Dave Suss. Pledgemaster (Fall)-John Crit-
I.F.C. We wish to thank this years tenden ,__ __________ _. .. -----------• -:===========: 
Our Spring Weekend was a officers for leading us through a I.F.C. Representative-William 
great success highlighted by a trying year marred by tragedy, Brodsky 
banquet at the Alt Heidelberg, and making it as much a success Executive member at large-
parties at Beagle Lodge on Friday as they did. ""' James San Marco 
and Saturday nights, a good Again congrarulations are in Pi Lam would like to extend 
entry in the float parade, and order to the graduating seniors its congratulations to the Junior 
the election of three brothers -Charles Barton, John Felowitz, Class for- a terrific weekend. Also 
to the Spring Weekend Court. Norman Haac, Jerry ·Mickelson, a vote of thanks go to Mike West, 
Congratulations to Prince Bob Donald Walters, David Webster, Billy Cook and Ray Adelman for 
Eddy, Sophomore Attendant· Jack Richard Wheaton, Joseph Wiedl, making Pi Lam's · weekend es-
Turan, and Freshman Attendant Robert Wilcox, and Maury Wind. pecially great. Congratulations 
Terry Habecker. We wish them the best of luck are extended to Andi Rokitowski 
Delta Kappa congratulates bro- in their future endeavors in the and Paula Hershkowitz who were 
ther Dave· Humphreys for super- business world and especially pinned . by Pi Lam brothers Ray 
Tastee - Freez 
316 Elmira Rd. 
Sodas • Sundaes 
· 50 Flavon of Shakes 
Hamburgen 
Hot Dogs 














Exotic Orientaf Dancers 
Every Night But Sunday 
• 
Sundays - Rock & Roll 
BOOK AND RECORD SALE 
Orig. Pub. Price 
That Wilder Image .................................................................. $15.00 
Soule's Dictionary of English Synonyms ................................ 6.00 
The Letters of Oscar Wilde .................................................... 15.00 
The Mustangs ........................................................................ 6.95 
-
I, Scheherazade ................... ':'................................................. 3.95 
Bird: The Legend of Charlie Parker........................................ 4.95 
The Macmillan Book of Boating .............................................. 14.95 
The Joey Adams Joke Dictionary ............................................ 4.95 
An Illustrated History of French Cuisine ................................ 14.95 
The Sonnets of Michelangelo .................................................. 2.95 
The Life and Death of Lenin .................................................... 8.50 
A Practical Dictionary of Rhymes ............................................ 3.95 
The Ballad Book of John Jacob Niles ...................................... 10.00 
Wines & Spirits........................................................................ 8.95 
The Annotated Alice ................................................................ 10.00 
The Kennedy Wit •.•••..•.•.•..••.•.••••••••.•.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••.••• 3.00 
Sunday News Family Cook Book ............................................ 5.95 



















Orig. Pub • .Price 
Walter Chandoha's Books of Kittens & Cats .......................... $ 8.50 
Brendan Behan's Island •...••..•••...••.••...••••.•..•.......•..•....••...•••.•.. 5.95 
Wild Flowers of America ......................................................... 1 5.00 
You Can Whittle and Carve .................................................... 3.00 
Horse, Horses, Horses; Hones, ................................................ Special 
Laughing Out Loud •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2.95 
A Natural ~!story of Americqn Birds .......... _............................ 12.50 
Those Wonderful Old Automobiles ........................................ 5.95 
. The American Muse ~·····························-·································· 10.00 
French Cooking for Everyone.................................................. S.95 
Winslow Homer American Artist: His World & Work .............. 25.00 
Esar's Comic Dictionary ......... ; .... _............................................ 4.95 
Cats, Cats, Cats .•..•......•..•..•.••................•...•....•...•••••••......•.••.•• 
A History of Art •••.•••••...•.•••••••.••••.••••••••••••••••••••.••.•••••••••••••..•••• 9 .00 
Krips' Complete Beethoven Symphonies Mono & ·stereo ...... .. 
Oistrakh Plays World's Greatest Violin Concertos ................ 3 record set 
· Bach: Mass in B Minor .................. : ..................................... 3 record set 




















SELECTIVE SERVICE EXAMINATIONS 
DATE: JUNE 3 
TIME: 12~10 P.M. 
PLACE: UNION RECREATION ROOM 
Al' students taking the selective service examination at lthaco College will be 
required to be present at 12:30. If your admittance card indicates a 9:00 o'clock 
examination, please disregard this and be there at 12:30. 
* * * * * * * 
Those studenb scheduled at Cornell University must conform to a diferent time 
schedule than the one at Ithaca C~llege. 
Robert J. Regala 
Registrar 
May 6, 1966 
Take your good time 
g9inghome. 
Fly half-fqre on 
Eastern via Florida. 
Florida swings in the spring- but it really swings in the summer. 
Lower off-season room rates are in effect. And Eastern will take you to 
Daytona or Ft. Lauderdale or even Miami for half-fare. 
So take a detour and enjoy it on your way home. Or go·home first and down 
to Florida later. 
Just use your Eastern Youth ID card, or sim'ilar card from another airline. If 
you don't have such-a card, it's a snap to.get one-provided you're under 22 
and can prove it. for the specifics, stop by a Travel Agent or any Eastern ticket 
office. 
Once you hove your card, you con get an Eastern Jet Coach seat for half. 
fare. You can't make an advance reservation. But if there's a seat available at 
departure time, you can fly-to any Eastern destination within the continental 
U.S. Including Florida. 
NUMBER ONE TO THE FUN 
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WICB AM-FM DIAL 
WICB TOP TEN 
This Last 
Week Week 
1 3 Rainy Day Women 
No. 12 and 35 
Bob Dylan 
2 1 Monday, Monday 
Mama's and Papa's 
3 10 Message to Michael 
Dionne Warwick 
4 15 Groovy Kind of Love 
Mind benders 
5 16 Love is Like an Itch• 
ing in My Heart 
Supremes 
6 12 How Does That Grab 
You Darlin' 
Nancy Sinatra 
7 2 Sloop John B. 
Beach Boys 
8 5 Gloria 
Shadows of Knight 
9 19 The Sun Aint Gonna 
Shine 
Walker Brothers 
10 14 Shares of Things 
-· 
Yardbirds 
Pick Hit: Sweet Talkin' Guy 
Chiffons 
Compiled by Al Rosen 
8:00-Farm Bureau Report 
8:05-In Touch With Tomorrow 






8:00-View From the 33rd Floor 
8:05-Special: World Wide-




8:35-The Best of New Albums 
Saturday, May 14 
12:00-Sign on and News 
Weekend Panorama 






Sunday, May 15 
12:00-Sign-on and News 
12:50-Baseball-IC vs. Lemoine 
(A) 
4:00-The World of Jazz 
6:00-Panorama continued 
8:00-Music from Ithaca, Ithaca 
College String Quartet 
8:30-Focal Point 
Wednesday, May 18 




6:15-U.S. Air Force Systems 
Command Series-We can Fly 
Thousands of Miles an Hour 
6:30-After Dinner Concert-
Brahams-Sonata #1 for 
Violin and piano 
8:00-View From the 33rd Floor 
8:45-Special-Youth Reports: A 8:05-In Touch With Tomorrow 
Discussion of Ithaca High -"Just Passing Through" 
School students about the 8:15-The Addicted American-
.problems of "Group Divisions" The Un-Anonymous Addicts-
at the school. Part II 
9:00-Al Rosen Top Forty Rock 8:~how Time-Kismet 
Show with Al's friends 9:00-Escapade 
12:00-Sign-off 12:00-Sign-off 
FM PROGRAM GUIDE Monday, May 16 Thursday, May 19 
6:00-Sign-On and News 6:00-Sign-on and News 
91.7 me. 6:15-U.S. Air Force Systems 6:15-U.S. Air Force Systems 
Friday, May 13 Command Series-"If we want Command Series-We Can 
6:00-Sign-0n and News to we can win this war." Have A Space Public Utility 
6:lS.-:...U.S. Navy Showcase 6:30-After Dinner Concert, Cho- 6:30-After Dinner Concert-
6:30-After Dinner Concert- pin-Sonata #2 in B flat Schumann-Cello Concato 
Saint Saens, Symphony #3 in minor 8:05-Spccial: World Wide-
C minor 8:00--View From the 33rd Floor from Viet Nam-"Joe The 
Crossed Eyed Sniper" 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
-ON.CAMPUS AND SUMMER 
JOBS AVAILABLE 
A great opportunity for ag-
gressive college students to earn 
a high income distributing ma-
terial to college campuses all 
over the United States. 
· · ·Combine -summer travel with 
large profits, or work part-time 
on your own campus. Fall jobs 
are also available. 
Contact: Collegiate-Dept. D 
27 E. 22 Street 






BUY YOUR BAKED 
GOODS HEREI 
113 N. Aurora St. 
Ithaca 





fry this ~Id', exdu--
11¥8 In good eattng-,you're 
.,.. to agree l's the best 
Illa ~ CUl)'Where. 
ONLY 29 CENTS 
McDonalds.·1 
364 Elmira Rd. 
hhaca 
Part-time Help Wanted 
8:05-ln Touch With Tomorrow 
-"A Way Out World" 
8:15-The Addicted American-
"New Idea about Heroine" 
8:40-Show Time-"Pal Joey" 
9:00-Escapade 
12:00-Sign-off 
Tuesday, May 17 
6:00-Sign-on and News 
6:15-U.S. Air Force Systems 
Command Series-"We can 





Ithaca Shopping Plaza 
Elmira Rd. 
272-9715 
8:35-The Best of New Albu.ms--




Friday, May 20 
6:00-Sign-on and News 
6:15-U.S. Air Force Systems 
Command Series-We Can 











Weekly Drawing for 5 Gallons of Gas 
AT 
RAY SEARS ATLANTIC 
(Comer of Green and Cayuga) 
AR 2-2600 
Every dollar spent gives you a chance to this special offer 
for IC students. 
What "We" sell "We .. Guarantee 
This Week's Winning Ticket-019895 
5 Gallons of Gas-FREEi 
ALTMAN & GREEN JEWELERS 
Prompt, Quality Watch & Jewelry 
Repair Service 
FREE ESTIMATES GIVEN 
See our collection of 14K and 
Sterling Charms and Bracelets 
Ithaca College Class Rings and Pins 
Ithaca's Exclusive Authorized Keepsake 
Dealer 
144 E. State St. AR 2 • 1810 
Open Fri. tlll 9:00 p.m. Frank Hammer 
ACADEMY 
BEAUTY SALON' 
113 S. Cayuga St. 
Open Every Eve. till l 0:00 P.M. 
Saturday till 5:00 P.M. 
Open 8:00 A.M. Thursday, 
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Bombers Win One; Drop Two 
Down Kings College 12-9. 
The I.C. baseball team won 
one, lost one, and had two more 
rained out over the -last week. 
After defeating visiting Kings 
College 12-9, Ithaca dropped a 
much needed doubleheader to 
Penn State 8-2 and 4-3, and then 
lost the chance at two easy wins 
when the Sunday doubleheader 
with St. Bonaventure was called 
off because of wet grounds. 
Roy Wiedinmeyer picked up 
the win over Kings in relief as 
the Bombers pounded out four-
teen hits. Angie Giugliano col-
lected four hits, including a 
triple, in five trips to the plate to 
lead the hitting barrage. Frank 
Fazio was three for four and Don 
Lando was two for five. Dave 
Barton and George Valesente 
each swatted a home run with 
Barton adding a single. 
Kings 001 500 003- 9 
J.C. 300 231 2lx-12 
On Saturday afternoon, -the 
Bombers suffered a double defeat 
in the spacious University Park 
stadium. Ithaca managed only 
twelve hits during the afternoon 
and was held in check by some 
fine Penn State pitching. There 
were some bright spots however. 
Frank Fazio was five for seven 
through the two games and Dave 
Barton blasted the only home run 
of the day in the second game. 
John Tevista was two for two in 
the second game. 
When the weather, the breaks, 
and, seemingly, everything in 
general is against you, winning 
can be difficult. The Bombers 
have virtually lost all hope of 
attaining a post season playoff 
bid ·and in retrospect it becomes 
easy to find excuses, but it's 
generally agreed that a 6-5 record 
is not a true measure of the 
team's ability. 
MIAA To Hold Freshman Track Places Second 
The I.e. Freshm~n Track Team Ithaca had two first place 
Track Meet placed second among nine schools finishes in Tom Ficorelll and Bob Saturday at Oswego in their an- Pavics. Ficorelll remained un-
W ed n esda y 
MIAA Track Meet will be Wed-
nesday, May 18, 1966 
All undergraduate male stu-
dents except those excluded by 
the MIAA Constitution are eligi-
ble. 
Events are as follows: 
5:10 p.m.-440 Relay 
High Jump, Shot Put 
(12 pounds) 
5:20 p.m.-880 Run 
5:30 p.m.-220 Dash 
Broad Jump, Javelin 
5:40 p.m.-440 Run 
(after High) (after Shot) 
5:50 p.m.-100 Dash 
Jump) Put) 
6:00 p.m.-880 Relay 
Either spikes or sneakers will 
be acceptable. Blocks will be pro-
vided. The High Jump and Broad 
Jump runways are asphalt. The 
Shot Put circle is cement and the 
Discus circle turf. The Javelin 
area is also turf. 
Entries must be posted with 
the starter (running events) or 
the field judge (field events) ten 
minutes prior to the actual start 
of the event (first call). 




Running events may consist of 
heats and/or finals. Examples: 
The 880 should be a final. The 
100 may call for heats-if so we 
will try to get the six best in a 
final at 6:10 p.m 
All other running events will 
be finals unless heats are needed 
then the best times will de-
termine the final placing. 
In the Shot Put, Broad Jump 
and Javelin the contestant will 
have three throws with the best 
six men recieving two additional 
throws. 
' The High Jump bar will start 
at 4 ft. six in. and go up two 
inches to 5 ft. 2 in. then one 
inch the rest of the way. 
Team entries are encouraged. 
nual invitational. The Bombers 
were outpointed by Mohawk 
Valley Community College 58-45. 
MVCC broke numerous records 
enroute to its first invitational 
win. 
The top point getter for Ithaca 
was Bob Rounds, who took second 
place in both the 100 and 220. 
Rounds had excellent times of 
10.1 and 22.2 but was overshad-
owed by Mohawk's Walt Wilson, 
who won both events with times 
of 9.9 and 21.8. 
defeated with a 43'5" heave in 
the shot put an~ Pavics claimed 
the best pavelin throw at 151' 
2½", 
Other scores were: Bill Sweet, 
second in broad jump and fourth 
in triple jump; Bob F~hring, sec-
ond in 330 yard intermediate hur-
dles and third in high hurdles; 
Bob Richardson, third in shot; 
Gene Dall, third in discus; Chuck 
Kasler, third in 880; Tony Wil-
liams, fourth in 2 mile; and Rick 
Gehle, fourth in pole vault. 
WAA 
There was a young college coed 
Who loved to have fun, so she said; 
And since it was May, 
She asked W .A.A. 
To what ends their activities led. 
The girls of this club then replied, 
To our picnic we'll give you a ride, 
It's in Stewart Park 
And it will not be dark 
If you make it at half-after five. 
So remember that Tuesday's the day 
When a picnic will add spark to May, 
For twenty-five cents 
There'll be refreshments 
and fun with the W.A.A.I 
ALL AMERICAN 
BOY 
OF THE WEEK 
JAMES MONTANYE 




PIZZA & SUB SHOP 
at 
THE LOWEST 
PRICES IN TOWN 
Open 4:00 p.m.•2:00 a.m. 
115 E. Green St. 
Call AR 2-1950, 
The Sports Scope 
by BIii Goodhue 
It's ra~her interesting to note that in the sports world a win-
ning team is made of heroes, but a losing team has only one 
rotten apple. In the case of the New York Yankees, Johnny 
Keane was selected to bear the brunt of all failure. It may be 
true that the Yanks just ·couldn't play for Keane, but a man 
who can tum a second division team into a pennant and World 
Series winer (St. Louis), can't be all bad. Ralph Houk, who 
has reassumed his old job as manager, may have temporary 
success, but the simple fact of the matter is that the Yanks of 
old are no more. Their golden heroes a!l gone, their f ann sys-
tem isn't producing the young talent they need, and as was 
noted by an American Leogue player, "they--don't expect to win." 
Tennis Team Lacrosse Club 
Wins Two More Shuts Out: 
During the past week, the 
Ithaca College Tennis Team 
raised its record to 3-1 with 
victories over visiting Cortland 
and Brockport. Fourth singles 
player Glenn Sexton and fifth 
singles player Gene Gould are un-
defeated while Bud Eisenburg 
(1) and Steve Kuzman (2) have 
3-1 records. 
I.C. 6 Cortland 3 
Singles 
(1) Bud Eisenberg, I, beat Gor-
den, C, 3-6, 6-3, 64.. 
(2) Reinhart, C, beat Kuzman, 
I, 6-3, 6-1. 
(3) Mike Goodman, I, beat 
O'Connell, C, 2-6, 6-3, 6-4. 
(4) Glenn Sexton, I, beat Park-
er, C, 6-1, 6-2. 
(5) Gene Gould, I,' beat Field-
ing, C, 6-1, 6-2. . 
(6) Bill Brodsky, I, beat Cahill, 
C, 6-2, 8-6. 
DoublH 
(1) Kuzman and Eisenburg, I, 
beat Reinb~ and Cahill, C, 6-3, 
1-9, 6-1. 
_(2) O'Connell and Gordon, C, 
beat Goodhue and Scribner, I, 6-1, 
6-3 .. 
(3) Fielding and Parker, C, beat 
Gould and Brodsky, I, 6-3, 6-3. 
I.C. 7 Brockport 2 
Singles 
(1) Bud Eisenburg, I, beat Ng-
yen Thu, B, 6-2, 7-5. 
(2) Steve Kuzman, I, beat Steve 
Kastens, B, 7-5, 6-2. 
(3) Bill Casement, B, beat Mike 
Goodman, I, 4-6, 6-3, 6-4. 
(4) Glenn Sexton, I, beat Ralph 
Wager, B, 6-0, 6-1. 
(5) Gene Gould, I, beat Mike 
Hottois, B, 6-1, 6-2. 
(6) Bill Brodsky~ I, beat Guido 
Vickie, B, 6-0, 6-3. 
DoublH 
(1) · Kuzman and Eisenburg, I, 
beat Ngyen and Casement, B, 6-2, 
6-1. 
(2) Kastens and Wager, B, beat 
Geneseo St:. 
After shutting out visiting 
Geneseo State on Friday, the LC. 
Lacrosse Club ran into a tough 
Cortland Frosh squad and 
dropped its second game of the 
year against four wins. 
With I.C. goalies John Schucker 
and Nick Moss closing the nets 
and Patterson, Kempe, and Bur· 
czak flipping goal after goal into 
State's nets, Ithaca blanked 
Geneseo 13-0. Schuckle tended 
goal for the first three quarters 
and Moss secured the whitewash 
with a fine fourth quarter effort. 
Scott Kempe led the Bomber 
assault with four goals while 
''Flash" Patterson' and Al Burczak 
had three goals and an assist 
each. Higgins, Jones and Smith 
netted the other scores. 
On Saturday, Ithaca journeyed 
to Cortland and lost a 13-5 decis-
ion to State's powerful Frosh 
squad. 
Al Burczak scored two goals 
and an assist to lead the Bomber 
attack and Patterson maintained 
his scoring lead with one goal 
and three assists. Dave Higgins 













gls. asts. pts. 
13 11 24 
15 7 22 
9 3 22 
4 1 5 
2 2 4 
2 1 8 
3 0 3 
0 2 2 
1 0 1 
0 1 1 
0 1 ~ 
Sexton and Frank Durkin, I, 9-7, 
1-6, 7-5. 
(3) Bill Goodhue and Paul 
Scribner, I, beat Hottois and 
Vicki, B, 6-3, 9-7. 
UNBELIEVABLE 
THE STOCK AT ITHACA SPORTING GOODS 
Frisbees, iarts, skate~rds, kites, tank suits (topless for 
men), and boomerangs. 
!ltliaca g~ f/°""4 




Saturday, May 14 
2:00 p.m., Recital, David Van de 
Bogart, flute, Ford Hall audi, 
torium 
2:00 p.m., Tennis, LeMoyne 
2:30 p.m., Varsity baseball, C. w. 
Post, Freeman Field 
Monday, May 16 
8:15 p.m., Musical play "Canu. 
val," College Theatre, DeWitt 
Park 
Tuesday, May 17_ 
1:00 p.m., Concert, Repertory 
Band, Ford Hall auditorium 
2:00 p.m., Freshman baseball, 
Brockport (doubleheader), Free-
man Field 
3:30 p.m., Freshman track, Man-
lius, Football Field 
*8:15 p.m., Musical play "Carni. 
val," College Theatre, DeWitt 
Park 
Wednesday, May 17 
1:00 p.m., Recital, John Harris, 
clarinet, Ford Hall auditorium · 
3:00 p.m., Lacrosse, Brockport, 
Lacrosse Field 
•s:15 p.m., Musical play "Carni-
val," College Theatre, DeWitt 
Park 
Thursday, May 19 
3:30 p.m., Freshman baseball, 
Cortland, Freeman Field 
*8:15 p.m., Musical Play "Carni-
val," College Theatre, DeWitt 
Park 
Friday, May 20 
1:00 p.m., Varsity golf, Brockport 
and Cortland, Newman Golf 
Course 
4:00 p.m., Recital, James De-
. Sano, trombone, Ford Hall 
auditorium 
8: 15 p.m., Recital, Stephen Crout, 
piano, Ford Hall auditorium 
*8:15 p.m., Musical play "Carni-
val," College Theatre, DeWitt 
Park 
Saturday, May 21 
2:00 p.m., Recital, Susan Jones, 
piano, Ford Hall auditorium 
2:00 p.m., Varsity tennis, Roches-
ter Institute of Technology 
2:30 p.m., Freshman track, Wy-
oming Seminary, Football 
Field 
*8:15 p.m., Musical play "Carni-
val," College Theatre, DeWitt 
Park 
EXHIBITS 
Ithaca College Museum of Art-
Traveling exhibit from the 
American Federation of Arts, 
"Inform and Interpret," con 
temporary paintings and scul 
ture. (through May 21) 
"The Artist; Visage and v· 
ion," photographic portraits o 
many of America's leadin 
artists by Marvin Lazarus, fro 
Skidmore College. (throu 
May 28) 
"Creative Arts Workshop,' 
Ithaca College student art · 
variety of media. (throu 
June 4) 
"Primitive Art From Africa 
Oceania and Latin America, 
permanent collection. (throu 
June 18) · 
Egbert Union Student Lounge 
"Manhattan,'' from Museum o 
Modern Art. Llthograpbs 
black and white and color 
wood cuts and etchings 
. (through May 22) Individuals are limited to two 
running and one field event or 
two field and one running event 
with the relay counting as a 
running event. 
,-------------------------------------. *Admission Charged 
A team may enter no more 
than two men in any one event. 
If groups show an interest in 
3· team award we will have a 
nieeting to determine price. 
Notify my office of your inten-
tion. 
Rain date will be Thursday, 
May 19, 1966 (same time). 




201 W. Seneca St. 
0-0-0-0-0 
... those French Fried Onion Rings 
down in the 
VALLEY HOUSE 
801 WEST BUFFALO 
(Available from our CARRY-OUT SERVICE, tool) 
Who is·· your ideal date? Thousands use Central Control and its high-speed 
computer for a live, flesh-and-blood answer to this question. 
Your ideal date - such a person exists, of course. 
But how to get acquainted? Our" Central Control computer 
processes 10,000 names an hour. How long would It take 
you to meet and form ai opinion of that many people? 
You will be matched with five ideally suited persons 
of the opposite sex, right In your own locale (or In any 
area of the U.S. you specify). Simply, send $3.00 to Central 
Control for your questionnaire. Each of the five will be 
as perfectly matched with you In Interests, outlook and 
background as computer science makes Possible. 
Central Control Is nationwide, but its programs are 
completely localized. Hundreds of thousands of vigorous 
aid alert . subscribers, all sharing the desire to meet their 
ldeat dates, have found computer dating to be exciting and 
highly acceptable. -
All five of your ideal dates will be delightful. So 
hurry and send your $3.00 for your questionnaire. 
CENTRAL CONTROL, Inc. 
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